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Our Mission
Our mission is to provide comprehensive,
free brain and spinal treatment to those
who would not otherwise have access to
such treatment.
We aim to be the backbone of Africa’s
Healthcare Ecosystem.

About The
Brain Project
The backbone of Africa’s Healthcare Ecosystem.
Founded in 2017, the BRAIN Project is a coalition of
board-certified US neurosurgeons, orthopedic surgeons,
dental surgeons, and other medical specialties of African
descent dedicated to building reliable healthcare systems
that can service and support Africa. Our skilled medical
professionals provide free medical checkups, surgeries,
medical equipment and supplies. Additionally, they also
educate local medical teams in these underserved regions
and communities. The focal point of the foundation is to
prove through rigorous medical practices and growth that
there is measurable economic value in providing vital
health care to African communities.

Our
Impact
To Date

$7

million

worth of medical
equipment and supplies
donated

250+ 200

50

patient cases examined

hours of free medical
procedures and
operations offered

surgeries performed

23

30+

2

Surgeons & Medical
Professionals

days spent on the
ground

countries served

With your support we are able to acquire new medical equipment, increase our
hours on the ground, partner with new doctors, and save lifes where it matters.

$20,000

Sponsor a patient surgery: Cover all costs including
laboratory, radiology, medications and consumables,
IPD consultation visits, nutritional plans and associated
professional fees.

Your
Support
Matters
With your support we are able to acquire new medical equipment, increase our hours on the ground,
partner with new doctors, and save lifes where it matters.

$5,000

Sponsor a medical professional on the next outreach

$1,500

Contribute to our medical supply fund. We donate over $1M

mission.

worth of medical supplies and equipment each year during
our outreach missions to each African country.

other amount

Support BRAIN project cause.

Gala
Sponsorship
Packages

Includes a priority named table for eight guests
Commemorative gift for all guests
Sponsor’s senior executive will be listed among the event’s
Leadership Committee

Premium Sponsor
$25,000

Gold listing on the event invitation
Half page advertisement in the printed program and inclusion
in all press materials
Opportunity to include an item in the event gift bags
Chance to include an item in the event’s online auction
Invitation to the VIP reception

Table Sponsor
$3,500

Includes a priority named table for eight guests

Includes a preferred named table for ten guests

Name on program & website

Commemorative gift for all guests

Commemorative gift for all guests

Sponsor’s senior executive will be listed among the event’s
Leadership Committee
Platinum listing on the event invitation

Includes a priority named table for eight guests
Commemorative gift for all guests

Supporting
Sponsor
$10,000

Title Sponsor
$50,000

Full page advertisement and logo placement in the printed
program and inclusion in all press materials
Special acknowledgment from the event podium

Silver listing on the event invitation and quarter page

Photo opportunities with Event Chairs and notable guests

advertisement in the printed program

Opportunity to include an item in the event gift bags

Opportunity to include an item in the event gift bags

Chance to include an item in the event’s online auction

Chance to include an item in the event’s online auction

Logo inclusion on the Brain Project Foundation website

Invitation to the VIP reception

Invitation to the VIP reception

A Message
from the Gala
Committee
We are ecstatic to have you join us at our inaugural
fundraising gala, and mark the official launch of the Brain
Project Foundation. We are dedicated to enriching the
healthcare ecosystem across Africa by partnering with
regional hospitals and medical centers to provide free
neurosurgeries, orthopedic surgeries, dental surgeries, and
many more medical procedures. Our mission trips place an
emphasis on medical education and knowledge transfer
between our medical
professionals and our
fellow colleagues in
Africa. Finally we donate
all the medical equipment
& supplies shipped to
hospitals across the
continent.
We thank you for your
participation and are
honored to have you
join us for the launch
of the BRAIN Project
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Kojo Yeboah

Nana Yaw Berko Appiah

Foundation.

Board Member
barbara@brainproject.co

Managing Director
kojo@brainproject.co

Co Founder & President
yaw@brainproject.co

Message from Brain Project
Board Member
DIDIER DJ MBENGA (2 X NBA CHAMPION)

“"

The Brain Project is actually saving lives and I have
witnessed this first-hand while taking part in the
Ghana 2018 outreach. This is not just a nonprofit,
we are a family that is passionate about improving
the health of our brothers and sisters in Africa.
We strongly believe the most critical step for
socioeconomic growth in Africa begins with quality
healthcare for the people. The most import resource
in Africa is not the gold, diamonds, or minerals, it is a
healthy and thriving people.

Donate
braingala.eventbrite.com

Get Involved
info@brainproject.co
www.brainproject.co
@brainprojectaf

